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Abstract 

Automatically extracting object models from images is a 
complex task We describe research in extracting 3 - 0  mod- 
els of buildings from aerial images. This work has resulted 
in several related systems including assisted extraction 
(minimal manual interaction to guide automatic process- 
ing). automatic extraction with limited imagery and limited 
building models, and automatic extraction with v e v  good 
imagery and digital elevation models and more complex 
building models. Some results are provided for the assisted 
and one of the automatic systems. 

1. Introduction 

Good three-dimensional models of buildings are impor- 
tant for a variety of tasks including simulation, urban plan- 
ning, disaster recovery, etc. The task of automatic 
extraction of object models from images is an extremely 
complex one. There are several fundamental sources of dif- 
ficulty. The objects need to be segmented from the back- 
ground hut are not distinguished by a simple characteristic 
such as having different colors; instead, the lower level fea- 
tures used for segmentation (such as lines) provide highly 
fragmented boundaries and the lines and edges belonging 
to the object boundaries are not readily separated from 
those coming from shadows, texture and noise. Images are 
2-D projections of a 3-D scene and hence inherently 
ambiguous. When two or more images are available from 
calibrated cameras, 3-D inferences can be made by triangu- 
lation but this requires finding feature correspondences in 
multiple views which is a difficult process. Even when 3-D 
data is available, either from a stereo DEM extraction pro- 
cess, or by direct measurement by an active sensor, many 
problems of segmentation and scene description remain. 

For the geospatial database to be useful, it needs to contain 
compact, abstract representations of objects and not just a 
surface description providing height of each point in  the 
scene. 

To overcome these difficulties, we have adopted an 
approach that consists of the following: 

We build high level descriptions of objects by a hierar- 
chical perceptual grouping of lower level features, start- 
ing with lines and junctions computed from images. 

To the extent possible, we reason in 3-D object space 
since features extracted from 2-D images are subject to 
variations due to viewpoint, illumination, occlusion and 
other imaging conditions. 3-D is inferred by matching 
features in multiple views which requires accurate cam- 
era models are available from photogrammetric con- 
trols. This approach allows us to fuse the results of 
analysis from multiple images and data from a variety 
of sensor modalities (such as panchromatic, multispec- 
tral and range images) and yields topologically consis- 
tent and geo-referenced object models. 

Our approach uses a hypothesize and verifi paradigm. 
Simpler properties are used to hypothesize prominent 
structures, more complex properties are used to select 
among, and verify the resulting hypotheses. For exam- 
ple, we may first construct hypotheses for the roof of a 
building and then use walls (and shadows) for verifica- 
tion. 

Our approach uses rigorous Bayesian techniques for 
making decisions from uncertain evidence in the critical 
stages. These techniques also allow us to leam the 
important parameters automatically from examples 
rather than setting the parameters manually. 
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2. User-Assisted Modeling Systems 

Even though the ultimate goal is a totally automatic sys- 
tem, we have developed an assisted approach where an 
automatic system uses limited operator input for guidance 
in extracting buildings. Additionally, the assisted system 
can be used as an intelligent editing system for initial, sim- 
pler models. Our approach is to provide hints to an auto- 
matic system which then completes the remainder of the 
modeling task, thus leading to a highly efficient method for 
modeling complex structures. 

The conventional approach to user-assisted modeling is 
to provide a set of generic models that are then fit to the 
image data by changing model and viewing parameters [8]. 
In this approach, the system provides geometric computa- 
tions but substantial time and effort are required from the 
user. Newer approaches have attempted to combine user 
input with varying amounts of automatic processing. In [6], 
we have suggested providing just an approximate building 
location to extract a building but the quality of the final 
result is completely dependent on the automatic analysis. 
In [4], other interactive tools are described including meth- 
ods for replicating model buildings that are identical or 
very similar to others. In [2], an automatic system con- 
structs topo~ogica~ relations among 3D roof points col- 
lected by a user for each roof; this system can work with 
several types of complex roofs. In [3], the system handles 
complex building structures by using constructive solid 
geometry. This system also uses an image correlation 
method to fit a primitive to the image; however, this 
method is computationally expensive when modeling 
urban sites, where many building have complex shapes. 

In our approach, hasic modeling tasks are performed by 
an underlying automatic system but this system receives 
critical assists from the user. The underlying system is a 
multi-view building detecting system that uses much of the 
initial processing of the one described in the next sec- 
tion[7]. The user interaction consists of selecting points 
near a feature (junction or line) while viewing a single 
image of the scene, and does not require fusion of stereo 
images by the user. The underlying automatic processing, 
however, uses at least two images to match image features 
and hypothesize 3-D models. Multiple hypotheses are pos- 
sible at each step and the system selects among them by 
analyzing the matching evidence in all the available views. 
As illustrated in Figure 1, the user selects a point near a 
vertex. Often this single point is sufficient to generate a sat- 
isfactory 3-D model of a rectangular building. Up to a total 
of three points may be required for this initial seed build- 
ing. The seed buildings may also come from an automatic 
process or any other source. 

A second aspect of the general methodology to reduce 
interaction is the ability to subtract or remove components. 

An increasingly complex boundary is created in a precise 
and consistent manner. A complex model s tam with a 
seed. Next, the user adds or subtracts blocks by selecting 
roof locations on one of the images. By enforcing parallel 
relationships, the user is freed from the need for accurate 
point selection. With this property, only two clicks are 
needed to add or subtract a rectangular block. Additions 
and subtractions can be carried out in any order and with- 
out specific ordering of the sequence of interactions. The 
system automatically determines whether a block is being 
added or subtracted from the current configuration of the 
model and from the position of the user interactions with 
respect to the model. To construct models having non-rect- 
angular roofs, the system provides additional triangular 
block operations that use located appropriate matching 
edges in the images to reduce user interactions. 

Figure I illustrates the interactions needed to add a rect- 
angular block B to block A. One point must be selected on 
the existing outline of block A and the other diagonally 
across block B. As a result a new polygon C is computed. 
These operations can be applied repeatedly until the result- 
ing polygon correctly models the building roof. . 

For multi-layered buildings, the height is computed rel- 
ative to that of the next lower level. Each level is processed 
independently in the same manner. No additional steps or 
clicks are needed to specify multiple layers; these are 
determined automatically. The example in Figure 2 shows 
the results on some complex, multi-level buildings in 
Washington, D.C. By basing our assisted system on an 
automatic approach, improvements in the underlying sys- 
tems will lead to improved performance ofthe assisted pro- 
cedure. This system has been tested by several different 
user and a large variety of buildings. 

3. Automatic Building Modeling 

A variety of approaches have been used for automatic 
extraction of building models from aerial images[l]. These 
approaches include extraction from high resolution 3-D 
data, such as LIDAR, using many views, using video, etc. 

Our earlier work [7] assumed rectangular buildings with 
flat roofs. We will describe in more detail our recent 
approach for describing buildings having multi-layered 
planar, polygonal rooftops[5]. Figure 3 shows a flowchart 
for this method. First, 2-D features, such as lines, junctions 
and parallel relationships, are extracted from the multiple 
(5-6) images. Next, we derive 3-D features from groups of 
2-D features matched over multiple views. A rough DEM, 
such as that automatically extracted from these images by 
stereo processing, is used to aid in feature matching. 
Grouped 2-D features may not be present in all images, but 
must appear in at least 2 images. Matching across all views 
is performed first, followed by grouping of matched pairs. 
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Figure 3 Flow diagram for Automatic Building Modeling 

ortion of D.C. using assisted system. 

The next step is rooftop hypothesis generation. Flat 
polygonal rooftop hypotheses are generated by neighbor- 
hood searches on 3-D features. To reduce the search space 
and generate multi-layered rooftops, rough cues for each 
building component are generated by segmenting the DEM 
image into connected, flat regions in space called layers. 
For each layer, a search originating from 3-D junctions 
located near the boundary of the layer and linking “neigh- 
borhood features,” consisting of other junctions and paral- 
lel pairs which are also consistent with the layer, is 
conducted. Once a rooftop hypothesis is obtained from a 
node, supporting evidence is collected for the hypothesis. 
The evidence consists of basic topological properties, line 
support, and DEM layer cue coverage. Nodes with good 
evidence are collected as verified hypotheses. Finally, over- 
lap analysis is performed on the generated hypotheses to 
give final building descriptions. The verification and over- 
lap analysis processes uses Bayesian Networks to make 
decisions from uncertain evidence. 

The use of multiple (more than 3) images has several 
advantages for 3-D object description over the use of only 
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two stereo images. The multiple images help compensate 
for missing evidence and accidental alignments (caused by 
image lines falling along the epipolur lines of a stereo pair. 
However, combining evidence from multiple images is 

non-trivial as many possible hypotheses can he formed. We 
use a statistical test to determine compatible matches and 
to compute height from multiple images. Figure 4 shows 2 
results using six views of the same scene. 

Figure 4 Automatic extraction results 

4. Conclusions 

We have briefly presented results of our approaches for 
assisted and automated extraction of building models from 
aerial images. Our assisted approach requires limited hints 
from the user to guide the automatic processing to generate 
3-D descriptions. The automatic approaches use rigorous 
Bayesian learning to select from many potential models in 
a hypothesize and test paradigm, and uses a perceptual 
grouping approach with grouping and reasoning in 3-D. 
These systems combine the work of many students and 
researchers over a number of years with primary recent 
contributions from Sung Chun Lee and ZuWhan Kim.. 
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